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time from two ships to above twenty ; this spring they are
gone to Muscovy with near thirty ships, and our men but
with seven. The like fell out in the Turkey Company when
they constrained men to a joint stock ; since the breaking
of which combination there go four ships for one. Secondly :
in their return with Muscovy commodities they greatly
prejudice the commonwealth and State. Example in
cordage which they bring home in such scarcity, and sell so
dearly, as that they have raised it in short time from twenty
to thirty shillings ; yea, to sell their ware dear, they have
contracted with the buyer not to bring any more of that
commodity within three years after. Thirdly: this is
hurtful to all the young merchants of their own Company,
who cannot forbear their stock so long as now they do, and
desire to employ their own industry in managing it, and
having oftentimes been all damnified by the breaking of
that general factor " \
Decline of A few years later English merchants were lamenting the
pany*sfor- l°ss °^ * one °^ their best trades ', which formerly employed
tunes. seventeen ships but now only two, while the Dutch had
thirty-five2. The Company had failed to retain the
monopoly of European trade with Russia, and as early as
1583 the Dutch had forced their way in3. The Tsar declined
to exclude other merchants from his territories. " To shut
up the recourse of many people out of many kingdoms were
not reason ", he wrote to Elizabeth in 1585, " your merchants
would reap all the profit themselves alone "4. The com-
plaint was of long standing that the English traders in Russia
abused their privileged position. " The merchants are here
esteemed", it was said in 1568, " as most greedy cormorants".
Their ' unreasonable prices' soon stirred up competition :
" for other men, perceiving their folly, offer to serve the
prince of all such wares as come out of England a third
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mentions 60 : Churchill, A Collection of Voyages and Travels (1704), iii. 556.
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